TOOL // As is, To be
The ‘As is, To be’ tool is way to interrogate your Change Vision and surface what we are doing now,
and what we want it to be like in our future state.
Work as an organisational group and identify headings that are meaningful and fit for your change. For
example if your change is about Audience Focus, then your headings might be Welcome, Experience,
Offer, Membership, Pricing. If your change is about Organisational Culture, then your headings might
be Infrastructure, Communication, Meetings, Assets and Artefacts, Management etc.
You might find the change checklist (included in this toolkit) useful as a prompt to identify the areas of
focus / your headings when using the ‘As is, to be’ tool.

Watch the video on the 'As is, To be Tool'
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As is, To be
Work as an organisational group
Select some headings that will be relevant for the current and future state of your working practices (we've
included some different examples on the following template)
Write these down the left hand side
Then create two columns... 'As is', and 'To be'
Describe (in high level but meaningful ways) the changes that you are creating to your working practices.
Tip – don’t worry about phrasing – worry about the true change that you want to see and feel.

Area
Artistic
Welcome

As is

To be

Example: Conventional
Defined by the curator
Respected by the sector

Example: Challenging
Defined with current and non audience
Recommended and ‘shared’ by audience

Example: Professional
Calls prioritised
Older people cared for well

Example: Warm, human and diverse
People prioritised above all
Flexible, responsive care for everyone

Print

Template

Meetings
Reporting
Skills
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As is

Staff
Community
Audiences
Leaders
Funders
Artists
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As is

See
Feel
Hear
Be like in it
Be treated
Want to do
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Change Checklist
Our priorities and focus
Having revisited your Change Vision, Dashboard and Self Assessment, now is the time to reflect on your priorities and focus, to develop into your Change Project Plan. Here are some
things you might want to consider and discuss with others to surface the priorities and focus for your Change Project Plan.

People and resources:
Do we have the right people, with the right skills doing the right things
Is our governance fit for purpose for these times
Is our leadership team fit for purpose for these times
Does our budget reflect the organisation we want to become
Do we need to realign our resources to reflect the change we want to deliver
Do we have the right fundraising strategy, income model, income generation ideas to support our change
Are there opportunities for different ways of working that reduces cost / time / resources required… partnerships, collaborations, smarter systems
Are people clear on their role in delivering the change. Has every team member developed their own ‘me-shaped’ change
Do we need to invest more in training, learning, sharing, staff briefings
Do we need to invest in new systems, processes, assets
Are our meetings effective, purposeful and useful. When did we last ask for feedback, do a review or develop our meetings
Do we need to consider a different approach to our financial reporting / budget construction
Have we allocated people and resources to research, innovation, development
Is the true cost of delivering our change known - how are we quantifying the cost of our change
Do we know how our staff are feeling. How often do we ask.
What do we do with staff feedback. Is the consultation-feedback loop working.

Change Checklist
Culture and Infrastructure
Does the culture of our organisation support our change
Do our brand, values, behaviours reflect our change
Do our processes, meetings and structures align with our change
Is our culture reflected in the stories we tell, our cultural artefacts, our building, our spaces, our people, our communication
Is our IT infrastructure capable of supporting our change
Do our leaders inhabit, model and visibly demonstrate our culture
Do we talk about our culture in our team meetings, briefings, away days, training and development
Is our culture reflected in our organisational structure, business plan, vision, job descriptions, recruitment processes, appraisals and performance structures
Can we evidence our culture through visual audits, customer feedback, staff satisfaction, appraisals, marketing collateral and internal communication

Change Checklist
Programming and Cultural Offer:
Does our programming reflect our change
Do the artists, producers, freelancers that we work with reflect the organisation we want to become
Can we work smarter with our collaborators / freelancers / artists
Is our programme unique, diverse, distinctive
Have we consulted with our audiences, stakeholders
How do our stakeholders talk about our programme offer
Is our cultural offer relevant for these times
When was the last time we did research, environmental scanning, consultation to develop our programme offer. What are our competitors doing / developing
What opportunities can we develop through our programming offer - new audiences, new sponsors, new collaborators, new income, new experiences
Is our programme offer understood, shared and loved by all of our team
Can our team members talk knowledgeably and passionately about our offer
Do our team members understand who makes the programming decisions, and why we make them.
Is our programming strategy clear
Are we ambitious enough
How do we anticipate our cultural offer will shift and change over the coming years
Are we harnessing the best opportunities we have to develop and share our cultural offer through our learning programmes, engagement work, collaborations, digital platforms,
fundraising strategies.

Change Checklist
Partners, Stakeholders and Engagement
What do we gain from our partnerships… Is this enough / appropriate / could we do more. Are we clear about the benefits we are getting
Do we have the right partners
Are there organisations we should be collaborating with
Are there any gaps in our partnership work. What types of organisations are missing
What is our unique offer to partners / collaborators
Is our engagement strategy effective. How do we know
When was the last time we mapped our stakeholders
Where does stakeholder management sit within the organisation. Are we clear about our roles and responsibilities
What influencing strategies have we employed. What has worked. What should we try next.
How do we measure our partnership / engagement work

Change Checklist
Impact and Focus
What are our priorities and focus - are we clear
What impact are we looking to have and why
How is this reflected in our change plans / vision / business plan
What are the tangible outcomes of our work
How do we talk about impact, who listens and who cares most
How do we measure, monitor and talk about our outcomes.
Is our impact visible, understood, shared, communicated
What do our partners / funders want to see and hear in our reporting.
Does our current performance and impact measurement inform our future work. How
Who else might benefit from the learning we have about impact
Beyond outcomes what else are we measuring. Why. Do our performance measures reflect the stories we want to tell and the organisation we are becoming
How can we influence improved impact measurement across the sector
Are we measuring the right things. Do they demonstrate the impact we have on our audiences, communities, artists, freelancers, partners.
Are our current KPIs fit for purpose. Do we need to review them
Who sees our performance information. Is it understood.
Are there other ways of collecting data that could be simpler / more streamlined
Are there other sources of information / data that are more compelling and meaningful
What do our partners collect. Is there any data we can share / use / learn from
How do other organisations collect data and report on impact
What can we learn from other organisations
Do we collect a range of data - qualitative, quantitative.
Do we present our data / outcomes / performance in a range of ways - statistics, stories, blogs, feedback, images, reports, testimonials, case studies.

Change Checklist
Audiences
Who is our audience
What do we want our audience to be - bigger, more diverse, younger, local, international
How do we want our audience to feel
What do our audiences think about our current offer
Who is missing from our current audiences
Do we know why they are missing
What can we do to connect with them
What are the barriers
When was the last time we mapped our audiences. Have they changed / shifted
How is digital affecting our audience development plans
Have we mapped our offer against our audiences to surface the gaps
What are our competitors doing differently to us - what is working, where is the good practice

